INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

Word Ways is interested in receiving original articles (non-fiction, fiction or poetry) relating to recreational logology. All articles should be sent to the editor, A. Ross Eckler, Spring Valley Road, Morristown New Jersey 07960. Short notes suitable for Kickshaws may be sent to David Silverman, 2127 Parnell Ave., West Los Angeles, Cal. 90025.

It is only necessary to send one copy of an article. Although handwritten manuscripts are permissible, authors are strongly encouraged to send typewritten articles in order to ensure legibility. Crossword puzzles, diagrams and the like should be drafted in black or India ink in a form suitable for photo-offset reproduction (Word Ways pages are reduced from 8 1/2 x 11 sheets).

In non-fiction articles, the responsibility for the accuracy of the statements rests primarily with the author. The general scope of any investigation should be defined: for example, a statement that words have been taken from Webster's Collegiate Dictionary or Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, or place names taken from the Rand McNally Commercial Atlas or the Times Index-Gazetteer of the World. If a word or a name comes from an unusual source, this should be identified. Footnotes in general should be avoided; references can be given either in the text or at the end of the article.

Non-subscribers to Word Ways will receive a copy of the issue in which their article appears.